
The Big Picture 

Each year, the powerful and wealthy descend on
Davos for the World Economic Forum. Trump
attended – against expectations by some – and
some key figures backed his new tax policy.The Big
Picture

The IMF announced its growth forecasts for 2018
and 2019 had both been upgraded from 3.7% to
3.9% and the IMF Director, Christine Lagarde,
attributed this upgrade to Trump’s tax reforms.

Jamie Dimon, the influential leader of JP Morgan,
stated that 4% growth for 2018 in the United States
(US) was quite possible – again based on Trump’s
tax break. Apple had already announced repatriating
$US245 bn in cash that will attract a US tax take of
$US38 bn.

Some scoffed at Trump’s talk of 4% growth in the US
following his election. It seems their mirth was
misplaced. Trump is not generally popular but he is
effective.

And he’s just started work on his one and a half
trillion dollar infrastructure policy.

The latest economic growth figure for quarter four
2017 just missed expectations at 2.6%, but that
quarter finished before the tax cuts were enacted.

On top of tax, North and South Korea are not only
marching together but fielding a joint hockey team in
the upcoming Winter Olympics. Did Trump do that?
It’s hard to say but his push for sanctions on North
Korea seem to be having some impact – as did his
missile barrage on ISIS earlier last year. And the US
unemployment rate is at a 17-year low.

The world economies are interlinked. China just
posted a growth figure for 2017 ahead of forecasts
and even government expectations. As far as
investors are concerned, the only take-away is that
things are bubbling under quite nicely.

At home, we had yet another strong reading on
employment growth but unemployment is still stuck a
little on the high side and wages growth just isn’t
doing any – let alone heavy – lifting.

Against all expectations, our retail sales came in
particularly strongly at 1.2% for November which was
well up on October’s read of 0.5% which itself was
above previous outcomes.

The United Kingdom (UK) is working through Brexit
issues and President Macron, of France, paid a visit
to Britain. He expressed very comforting sentiments.
UK quarter four growth exceeded expectations at
0.5%, but 2017 as a whole was the weakest since
2012. UK CPI inflation fell slightly to 3.0% from 3.1%.
The unemployment rate is at a 42-year low of 4.3%.

Wall Street started 2018 with a bang hitting new high
after new high before a pull-back at the end of the
month. We had that market sufficiently overpriced
before the pull back to cause concern – but not
enough to predict a full correction.

New data flowing from the economy and earnings
from company statements do bode well for market
expectations to be revised upwards over 2018.

The booming world economy has ensured
commodity prices have remained firm and, in many
cases, they are higher than in the last 6 – 12
months.

Going forward we estimate that gains on the ASX
200 and the S&P 500 for 2018 will likely be more
modest than in 2017. Given the rapid start to the
year, the S&P 500 might have a small correction if
company expectations are not revised upwards as
quickly as we expect.

In Australia, the February company reporting season
will shed light on the different signals being drawn
from employment, growth and consumer confidence.
It is unlikely that the banks will shine given the Royal
Commission hanging over it. But resource companies
might look stronger given global growth
expectations. Even Bloomberg felt it worth reporting
in a headline that, “China sets new records for
gobbling up the world’s commodities.”

To continue reading please
visit https://www.infocus.com.au/news/economic-
update-february-2018/ 
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